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I believe all versions of the violation that Mrs. Lougheed directed to be issued against DAEC do not address the real
fundamental deficiency. The fundamental deficiency is that DAEC detennined that the RHR pump seals do not have safety
functions. The violation that Mrs. Lougheed wants to issue does not address the fundamental deficiency but rather addresses
only one of the deficiencies resulting from the fundamental deficiency. The NRC must issue at least one violation that
requires DAEC to classify and treat the seals in accordance with the seals' safety functions. This will require DAEC to apply
all the license requirements to the seals e.g., applying aU the Technical Specification and QA program requirements, Fire
program requirements, etc.. The violation Mrs. Lougheed directed me to write cited 10 CFR 50.59 and 50.71e and only
required the licensee to restore the requirement for six gpm to the seal coolers back into the FSAR or do a design analysis to
justify keeping the requirement at zero gpm. DAEC senior management and staff stated in a teleconference on March 24,
2010 (Wednesday) that the 2002 Operability Evaluations' (OE's) analyses and conclusions are valid and justify zero gpm in
the FSAR. [The OEs incorrectly detennined that the seals could fail catastrophically and no safety function of the RHR
system would be prevented.] Mrs. Lougheed sidestepped the OEs and stated that the OEs are for meeting Operability
considerations which have lesser requirements than the design analyses that are required by 10 CFR 50.59 and 50.71e. I have
explained to Mrs. Lougheed that the OEs analyses and conclusions are fundamentally incorrect, in that, the OEs incorrectly
conclude that the seals can fail catastrophically and no safety function of the RHR system would be prevented. Mrs.
Lougheed did not inform the DAEC that the OEs analyses and conclusions are fundamentally incorrect.

I agree that the
requirements for DEs are lesser than design analyses, however, the DEs do not meet
either set of requirements. Mrs. Lougheed will not issue a violation for the licensee failing
to do an appropriate DE either. By not informing the licensee that the DEs are incorrect,
it seems like Mrs. Lougheed is willing to let the licensee just make a formal calculation out '
of the DEs and not correct anything or even if the licensee restores the flow requirement of
six gpm to the FSAR that will not ensure that all other license requirements are applied to I

the seals. As I have told management many times the violation is vague and ineffective
and doesn't get to the real safety issues. DAEC already received a similar violation Oust
as vague) which did not correct the reallSCs. Mrs. Lougheed's insistence that we issue
another vague and weak NCV recklessly fast just "to get it on the licensee's plate so they
will fix it" is without merit.
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The violation that Mr. Hills directed me to write was
only against 10 CFR 50.71e. Mr. Hills requested me to writeup all of my "concerns". I
was referring to them as ISCs. Mr. Hills then improperly inserted his interpetation of my
ISCs into the violation writeup. Mr. Hills said this was because my ISCs were good
concerns and we should get them on the licensee's plate so they can fix them. The
improper insertion of these concerns into the NCV will not properly inspect nor correct my
Immediate Safety Concerns. The violation still does not document the fundamental
deficiency of the seals being treated by OAEC as having no safety functions. The
concerns (which include questions and requests for "exploration" of aspects that "may be
pertinenf' that Mr. Hills has now improperly inserted into the violation documentation are
so indefinite they legally violate all requirements of properly documenting and issuing
violations or performance deficiencies based on facts not questions. The questions and
requests for "exploration" of aspects that "may be pertinenf' that have been jammed in
violate even the legal requirements for specificity in documenting even Unresolved Issues

(URIs). The requests for "exploration" of aspects that "may be pertinent" also definitely
violate the requirements of IMC 0612 for documentation of violations, performance '
deficiencies and even URis. Mr. Hills insistence that we issue another vague and weak
NCV with requests for "explorations" of aspects that "may be pertinent" recklessly fast just
''to get it on the licensee's plate so they will fix if' is without merit also especially since
these exploration requests are illegal and in the non-binding portions of the draft NCV.
OAEC may have already operated with excessive risk an~ I do not know if they have
incorrectly declared any other equipment to have no safety function and can fail
catastrophically with no adverse consequences during license required events, accidents,
etc..

I believe that all the violations (even though they have changed from a combination 50.59
& 50.71e to just a 50.71e violation) are "potentially" greater than green. I believe that the
violations that should be written are also "potentially" greater than green. Exhibit 1 of IMC
0609.04 is "User Guidance for Phase 1 - Initial Screening and Characterization of Finding"
and step 1.1 (2) states: "However, a bounding determination of significance may be made
by assuming a worst case condition~ .For example, ~s$~m$"'a'CQmp'r~t~tosS'.ol~ flinctfoijf
evei! i., bo($upj)Q.I1~;bYJ~~ JaCti~ijQ~, ~. Jfj~t fJm~. However, if a bounding
determination results in a White, Yellow or Red Characterization, greater factual detail will
be necessary to complete the official SOP." The first question for Mitigating Systems in
Table 4a asks "Is the finding a design or qualification deficiency confirmed not to result in
loss of operability or functionality?" Because I am not allowed to ask a simple question
that would take 15 minutes, I can not confirm that the licensee has not isolated all the
ESW water frQrrr~_m~JUiR seal coolers without declaring the associated RHR pump
inoperable per TS and therefore have caused the RHR pump to be inoperable without
declaring it inoperable. <U" IJ /J ~J~ ~./
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~cJL~~~ . .ff tr As the licensee told us by teleconference on 3/24 Wed, they still
believe the operability evaluations which conclude that it is acceptable to isolate the ESW
water, treat the seals &heat exchangers as non-safety-related, etc.. However I also can
not confirm that they have failed to treat the seals and coolers iaw the QA program, e.g.,
installed non-safety-related inadequate parts; therefore I again have to answer that I can
not confirm that the deficiency has not resulted in loss of operability or functionality.
Question 5 also leads to a "potential" Greater than Green finding because it asks, "Does
the finding screen as potentially risk significant ... using criteria of page 5 of this
worksheet?" and other questions that I do not have time to detail. IMC 0609.04 requires
the NRC to ensure that the finding is not Greater than Green by giving guidance on how to
do a bounding determination. If the bounding determination results in Greater than Green
then it directs "greater factual detail will be necessary to complete the official SOP" but it
can not be just left as Green if it could be greater than Green.

All 2002 DAEC Operability Evaluations are significantly incorrect and self-contradictory.
All 2002 DAEC Operability Evaluations concluded that the AECL report concluded that the
seals would not leak excessively during a DBA and no safety function of the RHR system
would be prevented. However, the AECL report concluded that "Given what is known, this
analysis has shown that the RHR and CS pump seals are marginal for the predicted LOCA
conditions. Degradation could be initiated by the lubricating film between the faces drying
out due to frictional heat generation." ''The leakage resulting from a degraded or failed
seal cannot be predicted because it is unclear how far the degradation would proceed." "It
[AECL report] simply shows they [the seals] do not pass the available analytical scrutiny.
Testing would be required to demonstrate the actual performance that could be expecteq
from these seals under the postulated DBA LOCA cOl'\ditidns."

The 2003 NCV however, clearly states in the Analysis section, "A failure of the mechanical
seals would have resulted in a failure of the RHR Pump." This statement is in complete
opposition to the conclusion of the OEs however the NRC report does not state that nor is
a violation given.

Unfortunately, I have other technical support that I was not given time to document.
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COMMENTS FOR THE DOCUMENT SPONSOR TO CONSIDER

D I HAVE NO COMMENTS

" I HAVE THE FOLLOWIN G COMMENTS

IPRONE NO. --

I 630-829-9721
-

Although M r. O 'Dwyer indicated that [ ~lJll the document sponsor , Mr. David Hills will actually serve as document sponsor.
This assignment was made by the Divison Director for M r. Hills to provide supervisory oversight due to other ongoing issues.

Based on my interactions and information I had receivedand reviewed prior to the issue being turned over toMr. HilIs,
[ noted that the 2002 opel'ability evaluation does not appear to serve as the licensee 's current basis fOl' opel'ability.
Specifically, in 2003 the NRC closed an unresolved item and issued a Green non-cited violation. The NRC acknowledged the
licensee's 2002 openlbility evaluation but did not address it. Instead, the NRC documented the reasons why the
NRC independently determined the system was operable. As cOlTective actions to the 2003 violation, the licensee res tored
sea l cooling to the 89-13 testing program to enslll'e continued seal operability without reliance on the information in the
operability evaluation.

.....-, CONTINUED IN SECTION D
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As requested, I assisted Mr. O'Dwyer in documenting the finding that had been discussed with the licensee during the exit
meeting. While Mr. O'Dwyer had developed several follow-up questions with respect to the issue since completion of his
inpsection, he had not addressed these during his inspection, and hence he had not pursued these as seperate
findings/enforcement, and there was insufficent information to address them as such. However, in light of the absence of
inspection to pursue these questions, I viewed these questions as the natural consequence of the identified finding which one
would expect the licensee to evaluate as extent of condition. However, given that it was not clear whether the licensee had
adequately done so following the related 2002 NRC finding and given what Mr. O'Dwyers described as the licensee's current
position, I felt it prudent to include these questions in the inspection report input in association with the documented finding.
Hence, the licensee would have ample notice of these extent of condition questions with the possibility of a future NRC
followup (PI&R) inspection to ensure the licensee properly pursued the questions in response to the current finding. Mr.
O'Dwyer verified that the input encompassed all his current questions. Considering that Mr. O'Dwyer had not performed
inspection to resolve his current questions, Mr. O'Dwyer had not identified any specific circumstances/examples which could
be considered potentially Greater than Green (or greater than Severity Level IV) through the SDP process and hence could
be submitted to a SERP or Enforcement Panel for further consideration. Specifically, the SDP process does not allow one to
postulate situations that were not confirmed to have occurred (Le. simultaneous isolation of seal cooling for multiple RHR
pumps or isolation of seal cooling on an RHR pump for an extensive period of time). It is also my understanding that the
resident inspectors have requested that the licensee notify them if for any reason flow is isolated from the seal coolers such
that NRC staff can expeditiously pursue possible operability implications.
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See Attached.
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Kenneth G. O'Brien, Deputy Director
Division of Reactor Safety, Rill

ACTIONS TAKEN TO ADDRESS NON-CONCURRENCE

In response to the Non-concurrence, I:

• reviewed the draft inspection report input;
• discussed the issue with the inspector/author of the input;
• discussed the focus of the input and the approach taken with the Acting Branch Chief

and the Document Reviewer;
• reviewed the current status of the system with the cognizant DRP Branch Chief, and;
• reviewed information from the licensee, that was provided to the NRC Resident

Inspector Office, relative to the licensee's current classification of the system, the current
system alignment, the availability of cooling water to the cooling water heat exchanger,
and their corrective actions to a previous related violation issued by the NRC in
Inspection Report 05000341/2003-003.

Based upon the information provided by the NRC Resident Office, I understood that the
licensee:

• maintained that the RHR pump seal water cooling system was not required for RHR
pump seal functionality or RHR pump operability;

• indicated that essential service water was currently available to the RHR pump seal
water cooler;

• had returned the seal water cooler [heat exchanger] to its GL 89-13 monitoring program
as a part of its corrective actions to the 2003 NRC NCV;

• had not completed any other corrective actions that were originally documented to
address the 2003 NRC NCV such as installing new higher temperature seals,
addressing short-comings in the original 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation that was used to
modify the classification of the seal water cooler system or to eliminate the FSAR
requirement for ESW flow to the seal water cooling system, and;

• had not made any substantial modifications to the RHR seal water cooling system since
the 2003 NRC NCV was issued.

Based, in part, on the above information, I concluded that an immediate safety concern did not
exist with regard to the licensee's operation and maintenance of the RHR pump seal water
cooling system and associated ESW cooling water. I communicated this assessment to the
inspector/author of the inspection report input.

Based upon my review of the Non-concurrence document and discussions with its author, I
understood the individuals concerns to be:



.'

• that the proposed violation in the draft inspection report input did address a perceived
fundamental deficiency that the licensee does not believe or treat the RHR pump seals
as having a safety function;

• that the NRC has not issued a violation to the licensee for failing to do an appropriate
operability evaluation; and

• that the violations, however they may be cited , may be "greater than green," from a risk
perspective.

I also understood that the inspector believed that an appropriate resolution of the Non
concurrence would be for the NRC to issue a violation to the licensee to require the licensee to
classify and treat the RHR pump seals in accordance with their safety function; to issue a
violation to the licensee for failing to do an appropriate operability evaluation; and to gather
additional information through inspection to determine whether the licensee's treatment, over
the past 7 years, of the RHR pump seals and the RHR pump seal cooling water system may
have resulted in the proposed violations being considered "greater than green."

Having reviewed the draft inspection report input and the information provided by the inspector,
I determined that sufficient information did not appear to have been developed to support the
proposed 10 CFR 50.71 (e) violation. Specifically, neither the information included in the draft
input nor that provided by the inspector demonstrated that the licensee had developed new or
different information regarding the requirements for operation of the RHR pump seals or seal
cooling water system that would require it to update the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR).

Instead, it appeared, based upon information provided by the NRC Resident Inspector Office,
that the latest information the licensee had with regard to the system, its design, and
performance requirements was the same information that was the basis for the 2003 NRC
violation. It also appeared that the licensee failed to take corrective actions for a violation
issued by the NRC in 2003.

In as much as the 2003 NRC violation was associated with the same equipment, the same
issues, and had not been address by the licensee through its corrective action program, it
appeared that the most appropriate violation for the current conditions would be a Criterion XVI
violation for failure to take corrective actions. Given the 2003 NRC violation and a proposed
Criterion XVI violation, it would appear to be reasonable to expect the licensee to address the
inadequacies noted in the original 1999 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation, that was previously used to
modify the FSAR, including addressing any necessary changes to the systems safety
classification and associated controls for operability and maintenance. These actions should
also provide the licensee with the necessary opportunity to update the current operability
evaluations, as necessary.

Therefore, I am returning the proposed inspection report input to the Branch Chief for
consideration and documentation of a Criterion XVI violation, as appropriate.

Assuming appropriate and timely action by the licensee to address the Criterion XVI and the
associated previous 2003 Criterion III violations, I believe that the inspector/Non-concurrence
author's issues with regard to the licensee operating and maintaining the RHR pump seal and
seal cooling water systems consistent with their documented and technically supported safety
bases should be accomplished. These actions should also cause the licensee to revisit the
continued validity of the current operability evaluations and past operability issues that may be
developed based upon a more fully developed system design bases.
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NOTE TO:

FROM:

FILE

Ann Marie Stone, Chief, Engineering Branch 2

SUBJECT: NONCONCURRENCE TO DAEC HEAT SINK TRIENNIAL
INSPECTION NCV INPUT TO REPORT 50-331/201002

The purpose of this note is to document the individuals associated with the submittal ,
review, and resolution to the above non-concurrence.

Submitter:
Supervisor:
Reviewer/Signer:
Reviewer/Signer:
Sponsor:

Gerard O'Dwyer
Patricia Lougheed (Acting Branch Chief, ending May 8, 2010)
David Hills (initial activity)
Ann Marie Stone (returned from rotational assignment)
Ken O'Brien

It should be noted that the original document was intended to be an input into an
integrated inspection report. Due to timing concerns, the integrated report was issued
without this input and a decision was made to convert this input into an independent
inspection report.




























